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Dear Faculty and Staff: 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008 
Office of the President 
I am very pleased to have an opportunity to recognize the valuable contribu-
tions made to WMU by the faculty and staff employees who have provided long-
term employment service. The importance of every University faculty and staff 
member cannot be overemphasized. This is especially true of those who have 
committed their careers to Western. 
Members of the WMU community with lengthy service have shared significantly 
in making the fine history of this University. Many have served through calm 
and storm, growth and decline, good times and bad times. These persons have . 
earned our recognition and thanks. I am most happy to see this special recog-
nition program come into being. 
S1ncer~~ 
Dear Faculty and Staff: 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008 
Personnel Department 
We are very pleased to inaugurate this new program, which pays special 
tribute to faculty and staff members with long employment service at the 
University. Loyal and dedicated employees are one of the University's 
most valuable assets. 
The cornerstone of the new Employee Recognition Program is the creation of 
a new organization at WMU called the "25 Year Club." Membership is 
granted to all regular status University faculty, administrators, and 
service staff employees who have twenty-five or more years of continuous 
service with the University. Twenty-five Year Club members are invited to 
an annual banquet in their honor. They also receive a special 25 Year 
Club member identification card, a certificate, and may choose from a 
selection of appropriate gifts. 
The Program also includes awarding certificates of appreciation to 
employees who have completed five, ten, fifteen, and twenty years of 
service. This special publication will be published each year, featuring 
employees joining the 25 Year Club and those who receive certificates. 
The administration is very conscious of the important contribution to the 
success of the University made by long-term employees. We are pleased to 
have an official program which publicly recognizes their commitment to 
WMU, 
•e::1~ ~ ~/4 _,,.... 
Stanley W. Kelley, Director 
Employee Relations and Personnel 
SWK:dlm 




Acct. Clerk Ill, Continuing Ed. 
1957 
Baker, Lee 0. 
Professor, Agriculture 
1954 
Breed, Sterling L. 





Anderson, Robert H. 
Assoc. Prof., Chemistry 
1957 
Bishop, Phllo G. 
Assoc. Dir. , Div. Instr. Comm. 
1953 
Brelsach, Ersnt A. 
Chairperson, History 
1957 
Asher, Eaton J., Jr. 
Dir., Institutional Research 
1954 
Borr, Earl L. 
Certification Ofer., Educ. & Prof. 
Dev., 1957 
Br-n, Alan S. 
Professor, History 
1955 
Balley, Keith 0. 
Asst. Prof., Educ. & Prof. Dev. 
1955 
Boven, Donald E. 
Assoc. Prof. , HPER 
1953 
Br-n, Russell W. 
Assoc. Prof., Music 
1951 
Brunhumer, Walter J. 
Professor, History 
1957 
Clark, Samuel I. 
Dir., Honors College 
1948 
Dannenberg, Raymond A. 
Professor, Marketing 
1956 
Elaaaaer, Edward O. 
Professor, History 
1955 
Burdick, Wllllam L 
Professor, Gen. Bus. Anance 
1949 
Cordier, Sherwood S. 
Professor, History 
1956 
Oenenfeld, Phlllp S. 
Assoc. VP, Academic Affairs 
1956 
Embertson, Richard E. 
Asat. Prof., Marketing 
1956 
Callan, Edward T. 
Professor, English 
1957 
Culp, Robert L. 
Assoc. Prof., HPER 
1957 
Derby, Stanley K. 
Professor , Physics 
1955 
Engela, Carl J. 
Asaoc. Professor, Science Area 
1953 
Carlaon, Bernadine P. 
Assoc . Prof.' English 
1953 
Delea, George G. 
Professor, HPER 
1953 
Elllnger, Herbert E. 
Assoc. Prof., Trans. Tech. 
1944 
Feirer, John L. 
Chairperson, Industrial Educ. 
1940 
Fl-ers, Delores D. 
Sec. Admin., Speech Path. Aud. 
1956 
Gledeman, Elizabeth C. 
Assoc. Prof., Lang. & Ling. 
1953 
Hamner, H. N. 
Professor, History 
1956 
Helgatan, Ch1rlea R. 
Professor, Comm. Arts Sci. 
1955 
France, June G. 
Asst. Prof., Educ. & Prof. Dev. 
1957 
Groulx, Roy W. 
Professor, Industrial Eng. 
1957 
Hampton, Josephine 
First Cook, Food Service 
1953 
Holkaboar, Paul E. 
Univ. Coord., Acad. Affairs 
1955 
Frey Jack J. 
Asst. Prof., Music 
1951 
Hahnanberg, WIiiard J. 
Assoc. Prof., Music 
1957 
Hardie, Thomas C. 
Assoc. Prof., Music 
1957 
Horst, 01C11r H. 
Professor, Geography 
1956 
Fulton, Tom R. 
Assoc. Prof., Music 
1955 
Hamellnk, Richard A. 
Press Oper. 11, Printing Services 
1956 
Hartman, Beatrice 
Asst. Prof., Comm. Arts Sci. 
1957 
Horton, Owen, Jr. 
Compositor, Printing Services 
1955 
Hungerford, John 0. 
Assoc. Dir. , Aux. Enterprises 
1955 
J• ne• , Raymond 
Professor, Paper Sci. Eng. 
1957 
Le• my, Mary K. 
Director, Registration 
1955 
Malllnson, O•orga G. 
University Professor 
1948 
Hunt, Chaster L. 
Professor, Sociology 
1948 
Jonas, Jack D. 
Assoc. Prof., HPER 
1956 
Lindbeck, John R. 





Hutching&, GIibert R. 
Professor, Industrial Educ. 
1955 
King, Dale D. 






Professor, Educ. & Prof . Dev. 
1941 
Iffland, Don C. 
Professor, Chemistry 
1958 
Kirchherr, Eugene C. 
Professor, Geography 
1957 
M• her, Robert 
Professor, Anthropology 
1957 
Meagher, J•ck R. 
Dir .. Computer Center 
1949 







Sup. Plmb./Elec., Mech. Shop 
1946 
Phllllpa, Claude 




Miner, Margie J. 
Assoc. Prof ., HPER 
1957 
Nantz, Don W. 
Asst. Dean, Col. Engr./Ap. Sci . 
1952 
Osborne, Charles E. 
Assoc . Prof ., Music 
1957 
Plano, Jack C. 
Chairperson, Political Science 
1952 
Moran, Gllber1 w. 
Asst. Prof., History 
1956 
Nleml,Leo 





P-ell, James H. 
Chairperson, Mathematics 
1955 
MyllB, Allee v. 
Equip Control, HPER 
1953 
Olton, Roy 
Professor, Political Science 
1957 
Palmatier, Robert A. 
Chairperson, Lang. & Ung. 
1955 
Raklowlta, RlcherdF. 
Assoc. Prof., HPER 
1957 
Richard,, Jack L 
Print. Machinist, Printing Services 
1952 
Sadler, Dnld F. 
Professor, English 
1955 
Spiker, Stella C. 








SchloeHr, Merle J. 
Assoc. Prof., HPER 
1957 
SteYena, Fred L. 
Assoc. Prof., HPER 
1946 
Tyndall, Dean 
Professor, Occup. Therapy 
1955 
Roeegrant, WIiiiam R. 
Assoc. Prof., English 
1955 
Scott, Frank s. 
Professor, Industrial Eng. 
1956 
Stevens, Marie L. 
Dean, Dean of Students 
1957 




Assoc. Prof., HPER 
1957 
Seb1ly, Avis L. 
Assoc. Dean, Col. of Education 
1945 
Szalkowskl, Anne 0. 
Assoc. Prof., English 
1955 
Vorenkamp, Vernon 
Compositor, Printing Services 
1953 
Wend, Jared S. 
Assoc. Prof., Economics 
1955 
Photographs were not available 
for the following members of the 
25YearClub: 
Overton, Jean M. 
AV Clerk I, Ed. Resource Ctr. 
1955 
Pugh, David G. 
Assoc. Prof., English 
1955 
Wetnlght, Robert B. 





Youngblood, Gerald H. 
Head Baker, Food Service 
1957 
Five-Nine Years of Service 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
AAlSBUPG NANCI LIB ASST SR WALDO LIBRAPY 
ALAG GURBU X ASSOC PR.OF El ECTR ICAL ENG 
AtFSSI GALEN ASSCC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ALEXANDER ELI GAH DEL TRUCK DR" POST OFFICE 
ALLEN DIANA GR NOS/LABORER G'ROUNOS 
ALLf:N JACQUELYN Sf.C EXEC t DEAN STUDENTS 
AMOS CHARLES CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAL 
AMOS FREIDA SEC II SOCIAL WOPt< 
ARGUE JANICE PROJ FSCL AN I GRANT-CONTRACT 
ARNOLO CHESTER DIR PLACEMENT PLAC E~ENl SVCS 
ARNOTT SUSAN SEC EXEC I COUNSEL ING CTP 
ASENBAU!:R JOSEPH EQUIP OPER I GROUNDS 
AYRES MYRNA ASST COOK FOOD SER"ICE 
RAKER OOUGLAS MGP COMP CTR CP COMPUTEP CENTER 
BAKf:R WIL~A ACCT CLERK I CASH1E~ING 
BARE MINNIE CU STOOi AN RES HALL CUSl' 
BARNES MAR IAN CLERK TYPl5T HOME ECO~Of'ICS 
RARTHOLOMEW MA~J01HE SEC I PURCHASING 
BASKERVILLE WAYNE ASST DIR ALM RL ALUMNI ~ELATlC!N 
BATES HAlBERT ASST COACH TRCI< ATHLETICS 
BEAM HENRY ASSCC PROF MANAGEMENT 
BEARE MITCHELL SUP use t;AP,FS USC GAfillES 
BEATTIE BURTON CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
8EAUCf-lAMP ALICE CUSTODIAN RES t-'ALL CUST 
BEHOAD SI AMACK LANG SPECIALIST CAREE~ ENGLISH 
BELL AlLENE SEC I SOCIOLmiY 
BENSCN JOHN ASSOC PROF LANG & LING 
BENTLEY JOY MAIL CLERK pp POST OFFICE 
BEPNHARO JOHN PRESIDENT PRESIDENT 
R H~El CW LUANN Cl F.RI< GEN GEN BUS FINANCE 
BIRCH GAIL OTIS SUP TICKET OfF AUDITORIUM 
BLACl<Tol!CN VICTORIA E,-P REP AA Aff5 PERSONNEL 
BLADES EVA UTTL FD WKR F01JO SE~VICE 
RLCCK BEVERLY AD ASST II COL ARTS SCI 
BLOWERS DAVID EQUIP OPER I GROUNDS 
BOELMAN SHlRLEY SEC I PUBLIC SAFETY 
BOOS CHARLES SUP COMP TF.R~L S COMPUTEP CENTER 
BCOY LAMBERTUS CARPENTER STRUCTURAL S~OP 
BCWMAN JOEL ASSOC PROF BUS ED ADM SVC 
BOW~AN MARY INST~UCTOR COMM APTS SCi 
BRAHA"1! WILBUR PHYSICIAN HEALTH CENTER 
B~ENNEMAN F.ARL L 18 A SST I II WALDO LieR.ftRY 
BRETON GERALDINE UTIL fD WKP FOOD SEP\IICE 
BREUR Wit.LARD OEL TRUCK ORV WAREHCUSE/DEt 
BPIDGES RICHARD EQUIP CONTROl HPER 
BROSHERS WllllAM CUSl'COIAN CUSTOO.IAL 
BPCWN DAV IO PHY$TCIAN ASST HEALTH CENTER 
BROWN GREG DEL T~UCK ORV WAREJ-IOUSE/OEL 
BROWN NORA CUSTODIAN CUSTCDIAL 
BRP.WN RnBEPT CAPTAIN POLICE PUBLIC S~FfTY 
BUCHANAN ESTHER ASST COOK f=OOO SERVICE 
BUNDA fo1ARYANNE ASSOC PROf EDUC LEADERSHIP 
BURCH LELIA ASST COOK FOOD SEf:!"ItE 
RUSH MARY ASSOC PROF OCCUP THERAPY 












































OELAG ARl A 
l'ELAGARZA 
OELENE 
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ACAO AUD II 
SEC SR 
L 18 A SST I I 













ASST SUP FD SVC 
DIR ATH t=O 
CUSTODIAN 
SEC SR 
LIB ASST I 
ASSOC PRO~ 
FD SVC STKP 
ASSOC PROF 
PRESCHOOL TCH~ 
DATA OPER II 




ASS"T COORO CCNC 
OEL TRUCK ORV 
GRNDS/U\BORE~ 
ASSOC PROf 
ASST DIR ADM 
ASSOC PROF 
EQUIP OPER I 
UTIL FD Wl<R 

























RES HALL CUST 
HOME ECONOMICS 





RES HALL CUST 
FOOD SE1WICE 
ATHLETICS 
RES HALL CUST 
























NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
DUKE MARILYN SEC ADMIN MECHANICAL ENG 
DUNN JUDY CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
DUPRFY DAV IO DIR MEIJ TECH PP BIOMED SCIENCES 
DYBEK STUART ASSOC PROF ENGLISH 
EDWARDS SANDRA ASSOC PROF OCCUP THERAPY 
ElEY SUE AD ASST II SOCIAL WCRK 
EMMERl WIL RES PROG OFC SR DIV RES/SPN PRG 
ENGLES TERI SEC SR AUX ENTE~PRISES 
ERIKSEN GORDON ASST PROF LIBRARIANSHIP 
ESSER EDWARD CUSTOOlAN CUSTODIAL 
FAR ES ONS I LANG SPECIALISl' CAREER ENGLISH 
F A~l EY-Z EHN ER CHR I Sl' IN SECOND COOi< FOOD SEPVICE 
FERGUSCN STFPHEN ENGR PHYSICS PHYSICS 
FIALKOW LAWRENCE ASSOC PROF MATHEMATIC~ 
FIFELSKI KENNETH COORO/EXPEOITOP PHYSICAL PLANT 
FINK RICHARD VISl'TING OR ADJ SOCIAL .. CRK 
FITCH LEAH AO ASST I MUSIC 
FITZGERALD JR LEIGH SERGEANT PUBLIC SAFETY 
FLASPOHLEP HELEN DIR ANNUAL FO ANNUAL FUND 
FCRMAN CHUCK APP FITTER I PLUMB/HEAT SHOP 
FREEMAN CARYL ASSOC PROF BUS ED ADM SVC 
FULTON BARBARA ASST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
FUQUA RIC HARD ASSOC PRO~ PSYCHOLOGY 
GAGIF MARTIN EX ASST lO PRES PRESIDENT 
GAINES LOR NETT APP PAINTER PAINT SHOP 
GAL8RA ITH JANICE SEC SR SPADA 
G .GLBRA ITH KATHRYN SEC ll BUDGET 
GALL KATHLEEN SFC EXEC I PAPER TECH 
GARR1 SON JUDITH SCAN OPER TEST EVAL SVCS 
GASTON EULA CUSTCDIAN CUSTODIAL 
GASTON "1ARGIE CUSTODIAN CUSTCDIAL 
GAV CLARA CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAL 
GEISLER JOHN PROFESSOR COUN S-PE" SCN NEL 
GINSBERG LEONAPD ASST PROF BIOMED SCIENCES 
G IPSON-TYi SKA DEN t SE MIN STO SVC ADV MINOPITY STU SV 
GORDON GRISELDA ASST TO VP VP ACAD AFFAIRS 
GOSS MARV LIB ASST ti WALDO LIBRARY 
GOVE ROBERT CHF OF STAFF HEALTH CENTER 
GREENE!ERG GILOA PROrESSOR HUMANITIES 
GREENE DOR.IS ASSOC PROF SOCIAL WCRK 
GRIFFIN ANTHONY PRODUCER NW S PA WMUK 
GRIMM BRENDA DUP OPER ti PRINTING SVC 
HAAKSMA "TEO CARPENTER STRUCTURAL SHOP 
HALL GLFNN SUP I NS"lR LAB MECHANICAL ENG 
HAMAOY ALFRED CLIN COORO PA PHYS ASST P"OG 
HAMLIN LYNDA INVENTORY CLER!< ACCOUNTING 
HANEY DEANNA RECN DIR CCN ED CONTINUING EDUC 
HARBACH JANICE SEC I OCCUP THERAPY 
HARIK SAL IM ASST PROF ECONCMICS 
HARRIS BARBARA ASSOC PROF SPECIAL EDUC 
HARRIS OESSIE UTIL FO WK~ FOOD SERVICE 
HARRtSCN 111 WILLIAM ASSOC .PROF GEOLOGY 
HARTMAN PHILIP ENGR PHY PLT PHYSICAL PLANT 
HATHAWAY RICHARD INSTRUCTOR TRANS TECH 
HAWKS BETTY CLERK ASST SUP PHYSICS 
HEATHCOTE JEAN AD ASST HHS COL HLTH HUM SV 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
HENS ON 0AWN CLERK ASST SUP MANAGEMENT 
HERNANDEZ PAULA CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
HINES JR CHARLES ASST PROF ACCOUNTANCY 
HINTON ERNE Sl'A CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
HIRSCH CHRISTIAN PROfESSOR MATHEMATICS 
HITCHCOCK CAROL SEC I COL EOUCATION 
HOADLEY ARTHUR ASSOC PROF TRANS TECH 
HCMAN ANNAMAE CU STOOi AN RES HALL CUSl 
HCNG VAT-LAM PIANO TECH MUSIC 
HCPKIN~ ROBERT PROFESSOR COUNS-PERSCNNEL 
HOPPE 8RIAN PR0GPMR SYST SP COMPUTER CENTER 
HCPPEL JOHN ELECT REPR It ELECTRICAL St'OP 
HOUGHTCN DAVID ASST PROF POLITICAL SCI 
HOUS F.HCLOER ELEANC:R AOMIN AIR SSW SOCIAL WCRK 
HOWELL LfONA CUSTODIAN CUSTCDIJL 
HOYt.ES CHRISTINE ASSOC OIR ATH ATHLETICS 
HUDSON JANE LANG SPECIJILIS"l CAREER Ef\GL l SH 
HUDSON SAMUfL INSTRUCTOR GEN AUS FINANCE 
HUFFMAN FRANCES CUSTCDtAN CUSTODIAL 
HUMBERT JACK PROFESSOR HOME ECONOMICS 
HUTCHINGS BARBARA SEC SR PLACEMENT SVCS 
HUTCHINS ANNE ASST DIR SFA f=INANCIAL AID 
HUTCH I ~SCN WILLIAM SUP MAINT SVCS MECHANICAL SHOP 
HUTCHtNSCN JR MARSHALL ASST PROF MUSIC 
HYATT GAIL SEC SR t;RAO cot.LEGE 
ICABnNE OONA ASSOC PROF SPECIAL EDUC 
ISAACSON DAVIO ASSOC PROF WALDO LieRARY 
ISBELL CECIL IA SECONO COOK f=OOD SEPVICE 
I SRAEt.. LAWRENCE COOPO CR/~C OE~ COL GEN Sl'UDIES 
ISSA AHMAD PROFESSOR GEN BUS FINANCE 
IVEY MIL VERN PRCFESSOR MUSIC 
JACKSCN MICHAEL CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAL 
JACOAS ALAN PROF ES SOR ANTHROPOLOGY 
JACOBS ROBERT CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUSl 
JAMES SHIRLEY ASST COOK FOOO SERVICE 
JA7AYE~I-NEJAD KAREN SEC I CISTERCl:AN STDS 
JERFMY MARILYN ASST 0IR ALM RL ALUM AffS DEV 
JCHNSC:N MARG AR El SEC II MA TH EfO T IC S 
J CHNc:;ON NOR MAN OIR PHYS AST PP PHYS ASST PRCG 
JCHNSTON KLAZINA SEC AOMIN INOUSTPI Al ENG 
JCHNSTCN RUTH UTll. FD WKR FOOD SERVICE 
JCNES GLADYS ASST COOK ~000 SERVICE 
JONES JOEL MA1NT MECH MECHANICAl SHOP 
JONES LEANOE~ ASSOC PROF BLACK AMER STOS 
JONES LETHONEE ASST PROF SOCIAL WORK 
JCNES LINOA GRNOS/LABORER GROUNDS 
JORGE NS ELISE ASST PRO~ ENGLISH 
JOSLYN OAVID ASSCC PROF SOCIAL WORI< 
KALAFUT BLAINE POLICE OFFICER PUBLIC SAFETY 
KEESLER PAMELA LANG SPECIALIST CAREER ENGLISH 
Kf:LLOGG TIMOTHY STAF~ ASST PP WORK CENTER 
KELSER ROBERT EQUIP CONTROL HPER 
KENNETT JC1HN SUP EQUIPMENT ATHLETICS 
KERSTFTTER MARK ASST PROf= COMPUTEP set 
KILLINGSWORTH CHARLES SUP CSTOL SVC RES HALL CUST 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
KOBRAK PETER DIR PUB AOMIN CTR PUB AD"'1IN1S 
KCCHER BETTY SEC EXEC 11 BOARO TRUS1'EES 
KOLEDA CAROLYN CLERK ASST SUP COUN S-PERSC'NNEt. 
K OROS EC PATRICIA CASHIER SR AUDITORIUM 
KROHN ROBERT GRNDS/LABOREP. GROUNDS 
KRUMINS LlDIJA ACCT CLERK I ACCTS PAYABLE 
KUKLINSKI ALEX ELECTRICIAN ti ELEC1'1HCAL 
KUNSELMAN CHARLES PROGRMR ANALYSl OATA PROCESSING 
KYNASTCN TRf.NT ASSOC PROF MUSIC 
L AOUK E R08Etn ASSOC PROF BLIND ~EHAe 
LAKE DAVID CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAi.. 
LATTIMCRE RICHARD ASST SUP use CT CATERING 
LATUt. I PPE LAURA LANG SPECIALIST CAREER E~GLISH 
LAUD EM AN MAX ASSOC PROF ACCOUNTANCY 
LAWSON MARGIE SUP FD SVC UNil FOOO SERVICE 
LEAS PATRICIA CLERK ASST SllP GEN BUS LAW 
LEBLANC LISA LANG SPECIALIST CAREER EI\GllSH 
LEE Gt.ORIA SFC ADMIN 81-AC K AMER STDS 
LEE VIR.GINlA SEC SR ELECTRICJIL ENG 
LEWIS ARLENE SEC SR PSYCHOLOGY 
L EWNF I El D PAUL WELDER 11 CARPENTE~ SHOP 
lI8ERACKI MARK SYST SPEC COL ARTS SCI 
LIBERACKI PAMELA AD ASS"l VP AA ACAO AFFAIRS 
LIGHT MARY LANG SPECIALIST CARFfR ENGLISH 
LINDCUYST JAY ASSOC PROF MARKETING 
LINK LAWRENCE CHAIRPERSON ART 
lISH RAYMOND ASSOC PROF SOCIAL WCJRK 
LOCKETT EL1ZABETH ASST SPEC 'ST PR MLK PRCGPA"1 
LCEW KATHRYN VISITING 01' ADJ MUSIC 
LCNG BRIAN ASSOC PROF MARKETING 
LORAINE SHIRLEY ACAD AUO II ACAO RECORDS 
LULL JANE Of:FICE SUP PSYCHOLOGY 
LUNG ~ANOALL MG~ PRTNG SVCS PRINTING SVC 
lUQMA~ t MUSHTAQ ASSOC PROF MARKETING 
lUSCCM8E ROBERT DEAN COL FINE ARTS 
LUTZKA JANEY ASST MGR FM HSG FAMILY HCUS I NG 
l YCN NANCY SEC 11 OEAN STUDENTS 
MACNELllS GAil SEC EXEC I COL FlNE ARTS 
MADDOX BARBARA ASST TO VP VP GCVT PEL 
MAIJER RUTH ACCT CLERK 111 UNIV STU CTR 
MAK THFOOORE ENGR PHY PLT PHYSICAL PLANT 
MAI.OTT MAR IL YN ASST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
MAN ERV MARG AR ET ASST BAKER FOOD SERVICE 
MARTI NOAl E CANOY SEC II RES HAl.t f=AC 
MA~VIN REBECCA ASST PROF HOME ECON0.-1cs 
MARVIN SOPHIA OATA OPER II OATA PRC!CESSING 
MASCOLINI . MARCIA ASST PROF BUS EU ADM SVC 
MASSIE JUDITH SEC SR THEATRE 
MjSURA MELANIE STD ADV SOCIOLOGY 
MATHEWS GARY ASST PROF SOCIAL WCRI< 
MAY R CUSTODIAN CUSTCOIAL 
MAYO ELTON PAINTER PAINT SHCP 
MCBAIN KATH~YN f=tN AIO O~CR FINANCIAL AIO 
MCCANN KENNETH MAINT MECH MECHANICAL SHOP 
MCCARTHY JAMES AS SOC PROf'. MUSIC 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
MCCOLLEY AGNES CLERK ASST SlJP SOCI Al RESEARCI--
"1CCOY HOWA~O CUSTODIAN CUSTCUIAL 
MCCPF.A BARBARA ASST DtR ICPA ENVIRON AFfS 
MCGREW RIC HARO DETECTIVE PUBLIC SAFETY 
"1CGUIRE BETTY SEC II 01V INSTR COMM 
"ICINTIRE CEC tL ASSOC PRm= 810MEO SCIENCES 
~EYER RUTH ASSOC PROF MATHEMATICS 
MIARS SHIRLEY STATISTICIAN REGISTRAR 
MIDOl.EBROOKS LINDA CUS"!ODfAN RF: S HALL CUST 
MILLER GAIL GR NOS/ LABCREP GROUNDS 
,.lllER PAMELA ACAO AUD I I ACAO RECORCS 
MILLER SHARLENE SEC EXEC I REGISTRAR 
MILLS G.EUGENE ASS"T PROF DANCE 
MCRIN JOAN LIB A SST I II LI B~AIHES 
MC:R~IS CAROL SEC II GARY ATH FUND 
MORRIS CAROL PA'RT-llME IN'STP EN~l.lSH 
MCTZKIN DAL IA ASSOC PROF COMPUTER SCI 
"'IUFLLER S IONEY AO ASST II COL l'RTS SCI 
MULLIGAN JOHN CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
MUNSTERMAN RICHARD ASSOC PRO,= EDUC LEAOEPSHIP 
MYCK 0\11 I AK MICHAEL REGN DIR CON EO CONTINUING EOUC 
MYERS WILLIA'°' BIND OPER I PRINTING SVC 
NAFTEL BRUCE ASSOC PROF ART 
NEUSER JEAN CLERK SR ALUMNI RELATION 
NEWHOUSE RONALD COORO PR MILlER AUDITORIUM 
NIEDZWIECKI NANCY UTIL FO WKR FOOD SERVICE 
NORTHOUSE PETER ASSOC PROt= COMM ARTS SCI 
NO~TON ROY EQUIP 01'ER TI GROUNDS 
OBRYAN MARK PROG~f'R ANALYST COMPUTER CENTER 
OGER JUANITA CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
OlMSTEAn CAROL SEC II COMPUTER CENTER 
OSBURN LARRY SUP USC OPER UNIV STU CTR 
ClUOlNG CLARA ASST COOK FOOD SERVICE 
OUWELEEN DORIS LIB ASST I WALDO LIERARV 
OXHANOLER RICHARD ASST PROf= COUNS-PERSCNNEL 
PALM TRUOY CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAL 
PALMER GEORGE CUSTODIAN RES HAt.l CUST 
PARKER ALMYRA SUP USC CTRG/CN CATERING 
PASSKIEWICZ RAYMOND DIR ORlENTATJON ORIENTATION 
PATTERSON CAROL SEC II IND TECH & EDUC 
PECK FRANK CUSTODIAN use MAINTENANCE 
PELZER OOP IS Cl ERK SR RES HAl.l FAC 
PENSKAR DONALD SUP FRT/PSl OEl POST Off ICE 
PFREZ MEt ITON GR NOS/LABORE~ GROUNDS 
PETERSEN JM4ES ASSOC PROf SOCIOLOGY 
PETERS EN ROBERT PAINl'ER PAINT SHOP 
PETERSCN Gl:'IHRUOE SUP CENTREX SWITCHBOARD 
PETER SONS MAIJA ASSOC PROF HOME ECONOMICS 
PETTY MARY SEC SR AUOITORIU" 
PHELPS DALE RAOIO OISPI\TCH PUBLIC SAFETY 
PHELPS KAREN aoM COUNS ADr-lISSIONS 
PHILANDER NATALIE PART-llME INSTR HUMANITIES 
PINGEL PAUL EQUIP OPER II G~OUNOS 
PITT CAROLYN SECOND COOi< FOOD SEPVICE 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
PlANISEK R ASST PROF MANAGEMENT 
PlANISEK SANDRA ASST PROF GEN 8US FINANCE 
PCLLARO ALBA FIN AIO OFCR FINANCIAL AIO 
POOL!:= HOWARD PROFESSOR DIV INSTP COr,tM 
POULTON NICK ASSOC PROF ELECTRICAL ENG 
PYLFS SHARON ASST PROF WALOO LieRARY 
QUER ING WANOA HEAO LINE PER FOOD SERVICE 
R~~FERTY MARK ASST SUP FD SVC FOOD SE~VIf'.E 
RAGAN DAVID SERGEANT PUBl.lC SAFETV 
RAY JR lEROY CHAlQPERSON BLACK AMER STOS 
PEIST BEVERLY CUSTODIAN RES HAll CUSl 
REMMERT '3ETTV CUSTCOIAN RES HALL CUST 
RHODA BABETTE SUP CSTDL SVC CUSTODIAL 
RHCOFS STEVEN ASSOC PROF COMM ARTS SCI 
RtOFR BARBARA CHAl~PERSON OCCUP THERAPY 
RINGLER FLA INE SEC SR INT STUDENT SVC 
RIZZO MERLENE ASST PROF MANAGE'°'ENT 
ROBINSCN GREGO~Y LtB ASST SR WALDO ll8RARY 
RO~LYER JUL IE CUSTODIAN RES HAl.l CUST 
ROE CLARA CUSTODIAN RES f-'ALL CUST 
RCSEeocM Of BRA STD ADV ART 
RCSS HOWARD SERGEANT PUBLIC SAFETY 
RUSSEll WALTER CUSTODIAN CUSTCOIAl 
RYA~ TI-OMAS CHAIRPERSON EDUC & PPOF DEV 
SALISBURY OAPRYL LANG SPECIJ!LIST CAREER ENGLISH 
SALOME SUE TERM/KEV OPER COMPUTER CENTER 
S ALVAGG 10 NANCY RECORDS COORD HEAt.TH CENTER 
SAMSON ELEANOR CASHtER I BOOKSTORE 
SANDERS JAMES PROFESSO~ EDUC LEAIJEPSHIP 
SANDERS MAP GAR ET PROFESSOR BUS EO AO~ SVC 
SANDHU KULWANT GRAPH ART/PHOTO 01V INST~ CCflr-4 
SANFORC CHARON STD ADV COL ENGR/AS AO 
SANTOW MARSHA SEC I PHYSICAL PLANT 
SARENIUS STEFAN LIB ASST I WALDO ll~RARV 
SAWYERS ALLAN CUSTCDIAN RES HALL CUST 
SCHAEffR KENNETH ADM COUNS ADMISStONS 
SCHIPPERS ROBERT CARPENTER STRUCTURAL SHOP 
SCHMA GF.RAL O INE ADMIN SLF-IN PP CONTINUING EDUC 
SCHNEIDER DAVID APP REFRIG REP~ MECHANICAL SHOP 
SCHOLL JAMES PHYSICtAN ATHLT HEALTH CENTfR 
SCHULDT STEVEN APP ELECTRICIA~ ELECTRICAL SHCP 
SEAFORT CYNTP.IA CLERK TYPIST Cf}UNSELING CTR 
S EilHElME~ KATl-'ER lNE CLERK SR RES HALL FAC 
SELL ES TERRY ASST PROF GFN BUSINESS 
SEUSS JON STD AOV HONORS COLLEGE 
S ElolARD JOHN CONS I I PL TRAN PUPIL TRjNS 
St-iEFFER CAReL CHA IRPE~ SON EDUC LEAOER5HlP 
SHERWOOO MARJORIF CtE~K GEN fl NANC I.'tL A ID 
SHUSTEP CARL DI~ "APER PLANT PAP[f? SCl F=NG 
SHUSTER CAROL MGR ACCTS PAVBL ACCTS PAYA8L E 
SICHEL 8FATRICE ASSOC PROF ll BRARIES 
SIMPSON VIETTA CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAL 
SISCOE LLOYD PAINTER PAINT SHCP 
Sl<ARTSIARIS THEODORF. SUP FD SVC UNIT FOOD SERVICE 
SLATE JANET OEL TRUCK ORV POST CFFtCE 



























































































































SUP CSTOL 5VC 
ACCT CLERK SR 
ASST TO ON HHS 
ASSOC PROF 
ASST DIR BUDGET 
ASST PROF 
AD ASST II 
ASST PROF 
SEC I 
FRN ST Af)M CCUN 
CUSTCOIAN 
PROFESSOR 
ASST DIR REGSTN 
GRNOS/LABOREP 
SEC AOMIN 









CHA IR PER SCI\ 
SECOND COOK 
ASST MGR UNV ST 
SUP INSTR LAB 
ASSl' PROF 
GR NOS/LABORER 























SPEECH PITH AUD 
FOOD SEIWICE 
RES HALL CUST 
CUSTODIAL 
CASHIE~I~G 







INT STUDENT SVC 




ALUM Aff5 DEV 
COL 8USINESS 
COMM ARTS SCI 
CAREER Ef\GllSH 
HUMANITIES 




SC I ENCE ~REA 
PAPER SCI ENG 
FOOD SERVICE 
Sl'ORES DIVISION 













TEST EVAL SVCS 
CUSTCOI~L 
MUSIC 















































DEPUTY CHF l'Cl 
lie ASST I 
CHAIRPERSO~ 
ASSOC PROf 
LIB ASST SR 
FD SVC SlKP 
ASSOC PRO~ 
ASSOC PROF 
An ASST ti 
ASST MGMT DEPT 
ASST PROF 
AO ASST GS-IE 
ASSOC PROF 
ASST !JIR ICJPA 
DEPARTMENT 
RES HALL CUST 
INDUSTRIAL ENG 
RES HALL CUST 
FOOD SERVICE 







SLACK AMER STOS 
MUSIC 
CTR t-iUM SVC 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
COL GEN STUDIES 
COMM APlS SCI 
PUBLIC JlffAIRS 
Ten-Fourteen Years of Service 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
ABOUL-MUTAKAt.L 1 UMAR ASST MGR CSTDl. CUSTCOIAL 
ADAMS lARPY ENGR SR PH'V PLT PHYSICAL PLANT 
ADAMS NCR.MA COMPOS ITER PRINT IN~ SVC 
ADAMS PHILLIP PROFESSOR HUMANITIES 
ALDRICH L 'Vt.1AN RE S ASSOC PR SC PAPEP SCI ENG 
ALLEN BARRY ELECTRICIAN II ELECTRICAL SHOP 
ALLGOOC wn.L 1AM ASSOC PROF ,.ustc 
AMBROSO DANIEL CUSl"ODIAN CUSTCOIAl 
AMOS J~ JAMES APP ,.AtNT fj!ECH MECHANICAt St-'OP 
AMCS SP JAMES SUP CSTDL SVC RES HALL CUST 
A POT HE KER WESLEY MAINl MECH MECHANICAL SHOP 
APMSTRONG JAMES ASSOC PROF EDUC & PROF DEV 
ATKINS MtChAEL ASSCC P~OF IND TECH & EDUC 
ATWELL RlCHARO PROOUCf.R w.-uK 
AUSTIN JUNE U1'1LlTY PEPSCN FOOO SERVICE 
eAILEY THOMAS ASSOC PROF ENGLISH 
BAKER MICHAEL SUP FD SVC UNIT FOOD SERVIC:E 
P.ALKIN ALFRED ASSCC PROF EDUC & PROF DEV 
AARR DOROTHEA SEC I POLITICAL ~CI 
BATCH NICHCLAS ASSOC PRO'F GEN BUS LAW 
BATE SHFR'f'Y AO ASST 11 COL FINE ARTS 
8 EATTY JOH~ DIR SPRTS INFO INfO~,.ATIC~ SVC 
BF.ECH BEATRICE ASSOC PROF LIBRAlHES 
8 EL MAR Cf-lARLOTTE ASSl' SUP FO SVC FOOD SEPVICE 
8ENNETT JOHN SUP CSTDL 5VC CUSTODIAL 
P.FRGER STEVEN AVlATN MECH SR TRANS TECH 
BFRGt-1 AN ~UTH NURSES AIOE HEAlTH CEN1ER 
BERNER FERN PRINT SVC CLERt< PRINTING SVC 
BERNSTEIN EUGENE CHAIRPERSON PHYSICS 
~fRO JAMES EQUIP OPF:R JI GROUNDS 
BfUVtNG lEONAPO ASSCC PROF BIOMEU SCIENCES 
BLADT DOROTHY ASSOC PROF EDUC & PROF DEV 
8LAK ESL FE INEZ CLERK GEN COUNSELING CTR 
ALANCHA~O SAN CR A AO ASST APL SC I COl ENGR/AP SCI 
ALEFl<O PO BERT ASSOC PROF Ji'ATHE~ATICS 
BLINK VIRGINIA ACCT CLERK 11 ACCTS PAYAeLE 
BLISS JAMES ASSCC PROF GEN BUS LAW 
BLCOM DORO-THY BUYER JR BKSlP BOOK STORE 
BLOWERS DOUG PAINTE~ PAINT S~CP 
B00'1T PAULA \OS ASST I PERSCNNEl 
BCOTHPCYD GREGCRY Ot-1BUDSll4AN OMBUDSMAN 
AOUWHUTS HARLEY POL ICE Of=F IC ER PUBLIC SAFETY 
AC\-ilSHER JR ROAERT CUSTODIAN CUSTCDIAL 
BRAITHWAITE LLOYD PRCFESSOR SOCIOLOGY 
BR.ANCHAW BER NAO INE ASSCC PROF BUS ED .ftOM SVC 
eR ASHE .&R RO~F.PT ASST PROf= EDUC & 'PPOF DfV 
ARENTCN 8EATRICE ASSOC PROF EDUC & P~OF DEV 
BRIGHA~ KENT ASSOC DIP CP Pl CAMPUS PLAN-EXT 
BRINKERT ROBEPT GRNOS/LABCRE~ GROUNDS 
BRINN CHAUNCEY SEC BRO TRUSTEE BOARD TRUSTEES 
RRITTEN EDWARD GRNDS/TRAOES GROUNDS 
BROUWER WILLl~M PAINTER PAINT SHC!P 
BRCWN BILLY CUSTODIAN CUSTC!OIAt 
81JCKLEY JOSEPH CHAIRPERSON ~lTHEfllATICS 














































































































V IR G INI A 
CARL 
POSITION 
AD ASST SR 




















MA IN1 MECH 











SUP ACAD RCOS 








HO COACH BSBl 
EQUIP OPER 11 
ASSCC PROF 
PROFESSOR 













COl. l-llTH HUM SV 













ALUM A!FFS DEV 





































NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
COUMA ROLLIN ASSOC OEAN G~AO COLLEGE 
OPATT l.Ylf REFRIG REPR II MECHANICAL SHOP 
OUNKLEY LYNDA UTIL FD WKR FOOO Sf.RVICE 
OWARIKESH O.P.S. PROFESSOR LANG & LING 
DYER ~ELISSA sec 1 CTR EDUC OPPR 
OYKST~A WYLLIS CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
EDE DAVID ASSCC PR(lf: RELIGlON 
EENIGENBURG PAUt PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 
ELOER ROZANNF EDIT/DTR CIST CISTERCIAN STDS 
ENGEL DONALD MA INT MECH MECHANICAL SHOP 
ETTWEIN HARRY STOCK CLERIC PP STORES DIV 
EVE'RT MARK STAGE ~ECH AUDITORIUM 
FAR MFR WILLIAM APP CA RPENlE R S'lRUCTUfUL SHOP 
FARROW DONALD SUP CSTOt 5VC RES HALL CUST 
FFLKEL ROBERT ASSOC PR.Of LANG & LING 
FENNER LAUREL CLERK SUP ADMISSICNS 
FERREl~A JAME~ Assn<: PRflF HUMANITIES 
FISHER JEANNETTE Cl.ERK ASST SUP ARCHtVES 
f ISHER JOHN ASSOC PROf= PAPER SC I ENG 
FISK FRANKLIN PROFESSOR SCIENCE AREA 
FLAS?OHLER ~ONALO CHAIRPERSON SCIEt\CE AREA 
FLEGEL JON ST AGE 'TECH AUDITORIUM 
FLICKINGER SHARCN SEC I LIBRARIANSHIP 
FLYNN JOHN PROFESSOR SOC I Al '.\i(!~ I< 
FOUCH BETTY COCRO TV RADIO DIV INSTR CC~M 
FRF.NCH KENNETH MAINl MECH MECHANICAL SHOP 
fRIDAY PAUL PROFESSOR SOCI Ol()(;V 
FR [ENO RDBERT CUSTCDIAN RES HALL CUST 
FULLER JUNE CASHIER t BOOKSTORE 
FUSS JERRY MGt:l CASHIERING CASHIE~If\G 
GAMMON RF.GINALD ASSCC PROF HUMANITIES 
GAROINE~ JEFFREY ASSOC PROF LANG & LING 
GARLAND BARBARA FRN ST COUf\ INl" Sl'UOENT SVC 
GAULT FREDERICK PRo.=EssoR PSYCHOLOGY 
G.ftY RIC HARO PRClfE S SOR HEAlTH CENlE~ 
GERSTEIN ARNOLO ASST PROF HUMANITIES 
GIBSON MARY CUSTOOIAN CUSTCDIAL 
GILLETTE ~ARILVN BUYER JR BKSlR BOOKSTCRE 
GILMORE ROBERT FD SVC STKP FOOD SERVICE 
GING ERICH MART tN ASSOC PROF ENGLISH 
GLITTENBERG KENNETH ELECTRICIAf\ II ELECTPIC~l SHOP 
GOES LYMAN MGR CS'rOl SVC RES HALL CUST 
GCLDSM 1TH DONALD PROFESSOR MATHE.-ATICS 
GOOOENCUGH EVELYN OFFICE SUP ACCTS PAYABLE 
GCRIS LOIS cus·roDtAN CUSTODIAL 
GOSSMAN THOMAS ASSOC PROF GEN BUS lAW 
GCULD KAT HER tNE SECOND COOK FOOD SERVICE 
GRACE JOHN PROFESSOR GEOLOGY 
GRAHAM JOS EPHtNE AV CLERK I DIV INSTR COMM 
GRAHAM SUZANNE HEAD SAL MAKE~ FOOD SERVICE 
GRAMS LOUIS BOWLING MECH USC GAMES 
GRANET WILLIAM MGR COMP APPL COMPUTER CENTER 
GRANT NORMAN ASST OIR SYS CC COMPUTEP CENTEP 
GREEN JOHN PROJ FSCL AN It GRANT-CONTRACT 
GREEN SUE ASST CRAFTS UNIV Sl'U CTR 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
GREE Ne ERG NORMAN Of.AN COL GEN STUDIES 
GRIFfIN RflB EJH ASSOC PROF LANG & llNG 
GROSS JR FRANCIS ASSOC PRO'f SOCl~L SCIENCE 
GUNDERSON PHYLLIS LIB ASST Ill WALOO LI8RAPY 
HAGEMAN THELMA FIRST COOK FOOD SEPVICE 
HAIGHT BRUCE ASSOC PROF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
HALPIN PATRICK CARPENTER STRUCTURAL SHO., 
HAL VAS EARL ASST PROF eus EO ADM SVC 
HAMELINK JFRRY PROFESSOR MECHANICAL ENG 
HANER ROBERT PAINTER PAINT SHCP 
HANNAFORD ALONZO PROFESSOR SPEC I.8L EDUC 
HANNAH ROBERT \IP GCVT RELAlNS VP GOVT PEL 
HANNAH SUSAN ASSOC DEAN COL APTS SCI 
HARGRE AVE DAVID ASSCC PRCF SCIENCE AREA 
t-lARRTNG L PROFESSOR TEAC1-!ER CORPS 
HARRJSCN SUSAN LIB ASST SP WALDO LieRARY 
HAUGHEY RrJ~ERl CUSTODIAN CUSTCDIAL 
HAVENS GAil ASST PROF HOME ECCNOP'ICS 
HAVIR A BARBARA ASST PROF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
HAVIRA ROBERT TECHNICIAN GEOL GEOLCGV 
HAWKINS IRVIN RADIC OISPAlCl-f PUBLIC SAFETY 
HELWEG ARTt-4UR ASSOC PROF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
HERNANDEZ JOSE CUSTODIAN RES HALL FAC 
Hf:RRON PHILIP DETECTIVE PUBLIC SAFETY 
HIGGINS ROBERT CAM OPER PLAlE PRINTING SVC 
HILL JAMES PROFESSO" MANAGEf'EN,-
HINKEL ROBER1' ASST PROF ENt;LISH 
HIXSON EDWARD PAINTER PAINT SHCl1> 
H{lAK WILLIS STC,CK CLERl< PP ST'.JRES OIV[SION 
HO~F RICHARD CCP'PCSITER PRINTING SVC 
HOLLI NGSHE AO FMMA SEC EXEC 11 \IP FINANCE 
HCMAN HAR CLO Fll"TER It ,._ECHANICAL SHOP 
HONSBERGER OEAN ASSOC DIR eOGT euOGET 
HORN HELEN SEC AOHIN TRANS TECH 
HOUf.'EK JOHN ASST PRf.l~ AGRICULTU~E 
HCUSTCN FLOR OE LYS LIE ASST I II WALDO LIBRJPY 
HU IT F.M A RRAOLEV PRO~ESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 
HULL CHARLES CUSTCDlAN CUSTODIAL 
HUNGERFORD NORMA ASST PROF EDUC & P~Of DEV 
HUNTER JOHN ACCT CONTRCL ACCOUNTI I\G 
l~ERZEL ROBERT EQUIP OPER I WAREHOUSE/CEL 
JAMES JR COURTLAND CUS1'00IAN CUSTGOIAL 
J CHNSCN CAR NELL CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAL 
J CHNSTCN BARBARA EX SEC TO PRES PRESIDENT 
JONAITJS MAR IA SEC EXEC II COLL BARG/CONTP 
JCNES EUGENE ASST DIR AD PP PHYS ICAl Pl ANT 
JCNES STEPHEN ASSOC PROF ~USIC 
,10YC E RICHARD ASSOC PROF HUMANITIES 
KAHLER TIMOTHY CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAl 
KAVELMAN ELIZABETH SEC SR NC A St 
KEAVENY RIC HARD PROFF.SSOR AR1' 
K EF.NAN J PROF ES SOR MANAGEMENT 
KEHRBEPG MARIE SEC EXEC I DIV INSTR CCW-M 
KELLER EUGENE SUP FD SVC UNIT FOOD SERVICE 
KELLEY STANLEY OIR E"'PLOY REL PERSONNEt 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
KELLY ALICE SEC I BL INC ~EHAB 
KERBY ELEANOR ACCT CLERK 11 ACCT RECEIVABLE 
KETCHAM CONSTANCE SEC I SPECIAL EDUC 
KIL TY KlAPE PROfESSOR EDUC & PPOf OEV 
KING WILMA SEC I PE S HAt.L fAC 
KISSEL JOHANNES ASSCC PROF LANG & LING 
KLEIN PATRICIA ASSOC PROF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
KNUDSTPUP PAUL DEV OFFICER 5R ALUM AFF5 OE" 
KCHR~Af\ GEORGE ASST DIR OPR CC COMl'UTEP CENTER 
KPAMEP HAZEL BLOG comm RELIGIOUS ACTVS 
KRA~ER PHILIP DI~ SCHOOL s~ SOCIAL WCR I< 
KRAWUTSCHKE ELEANOR COORO FRN STUO't . INT EOUCATlCN 
KREMER SUSAN SEC EXEC 11 PRESIDENT 
KRIPAlANI GANGARAM PROFESSOR ECONOMICS 
lAAKSONEN AlB ERT ASS"T DEAN CCH CO-,.MUTE~ STU sv 
lAING ROBERT ASSOC PROF MATHEMATICS 
LANOELLS SHIRlEY UTIL FD WKR FOOD SERVICE 
LARO DARLENE ClERK ASST SUP MATHFMATICS 
LARSEN PHllLlP PROfESSOR EDUC & PPOf OEV 
LASSITER R08ERT CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAt 
LAURIN FERN SECCND CCOI< FOOD SERVICE 
l EBONTF GEORGE ASST PROF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
l EE HUNG ASST P'ROF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
LEJA WERON lt<A LIB ASST I 11 WA LOO l I eR APY 
LINDER HERMAN ASST PROF TRANS TECH 
LOEFFLER ERTKA ASSOC PRCF ANTHRCPOLOGY 
I.OHR FRANCES PROFESSOR SPEECH PJTH AUD 
LCWRY GEOR(;E Pf'OFES SOR CHEMIST~Y 
LUKENS SHIRLEY ASSOC PRCJF OCCUP Tt-1 E~ llPY 
LYON ROSEMARY SEC EJCEC 1 COL ARTS SCI 
M ACt.E AN JOSEPH MGR BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE 
MACNELLIS PAUL SUP Pi11AINT SVCS GROUNDS 
MAHONE TERR tF. ASST SUP FO SVC FOOO SERVICE 
MANSFIELD SUE UTIL FD WK~ FOOD SERVICE 
MARKtE GERALD ASSCC PRCF SOClOLOG\' 
MARKS C LOUISE SEC ti PHYSICAL PLANT 
MARKS FAY DUP OPER II PRINTING SVC 
MARKS tUCIAN SUP NGl SHfT OP OATA P~OCESSING 
MARKS MAR I AN CUSTCDIAN CUSTODIAL 
MARTIN DARWIN A~P ELECTRIC IAN 1>AINT SHCP 
MARTIN ERMA CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
MAQTIN JAMES SERVICE OFFICER PUBLIC SAfETY 
MARTIN JUNNE SEC SR CRIENTATION 
MARTTN PATRICIA SEC ADMIN SOCIOLOGY 
MAc;ON JCHN ASST PROF ElECTRICAl ENG 
~AXWEll DONALD REGN DIR CCN EC CONTINUING EOUC 
M AlUREl< KATHRYN CUSTCDlAN RES 1-!AlL CUSl 
MCCABE WILLIAM ASSCC PROF ELECTRICAL ENG 
~CCAMMAN TIM GR NOS/LABORER GROUNDS 
MCCARTY F WILLIAM PROFF<;SOR GEN BUS LAW 
MCCARVILLE MICHA Ft ASSOC PROF CHE~ISTRY 
MCCASLIN NATHAt-;IEl ASSOC PROF SOCIAL WORK 
MCKEE DAVID ASSCC PROf= BUS LIBRllRV 
MCNALLY OONALO DIR HLTH CTR HEALTH CEN1'ER 





















































































































PROG DIR C(]N EO 
AOMI N AC AO .ADV 
GRNOS/LABCRER 
CUSTODIAN 
STOCK Cl ER I< PP 






PRO~E S SOR 
CLER!< SR 
ADMI~ CD CR CTR 
Ac;soc PROF 
ASST AD TSTG E\I 
REfRIG REPR II 
CLERK ASST SUP 






LIB ASST II 
L YB A SST SR 
ASST MG'R USC 
lAB ASST 
~SST PROF 





ClERK ASST SUP 
CHAIRPERSON 



































TEST FVAl SVCS 
~ECHANlCAL SJ-IOP 
POLI llCAL SC I 
ATHLETICS 
COUNS-PE'RSCNNEL 
C0"'1~ A'RT S SC I 
MUSIC 





































S ACHTL fB EN 
SAGE 
SAGGIO 
SA "1 <; 














SEMEL R CT H 
SHA'W 























































































~SST DIR AD PP 
~ssoc PROF 




ACCT CLERK II 
SEC SR 
DEAN 
SUP MAINT SVCS 




PRESS OPF.R 11 
Asc:;cc PROF 











PRClFE S SOR 
PROFESSOR 
MGR ACCTS RC\IBL 
AO ASST I 
ENV CNTRL PR II 
PAIN1'ER 
PROFFSSOR 
PROF ES SOR 
CLERK ASST SUP 
FIR ST COCK 
CHAIRPERSON 











As sec PROf= 
AS S1' PROF 
AO A~ST I 
DEPARTMENT 










RES HALL PROG 
COL EDUC.AT HJN 
PHYSICAi. PLA~T 
INV RISK MGMT 
H?ER 
MECHANICAL ENG 
STRUCTUR At.. SHOP 
PRINTING SVC 















PHYS ASSl PRCG 
l'ECHANICAL SHOP 
PAINT SHCP 







PU BL I C SA f ET Y 






SCIENCE AR EA 
ENGLISH 
LANG & LING 
HOME ECOf\Ot,tICS 

















































































SUP ALUM RCOS 
ASSOC PROF 
PROFE $SOR 
UTll ff) WKR 
ACCT CLERK I ti 
PROFESSOR 
DIR SKILLS CTR 
ASSOC PRO~ 
ASST PROF 
EQUIP OPER ti 
PAINTER 
LIB AS~T I 













ACCT CLERK SR 
ASST PROf 




















CO~M ARTS SCI 
HOME F.CO~O~ I CS 
GROUNDS 
PAINT SHCP 




FOU( LEAOEPSHI P 
COMM ARTS SCI 
EDUC & PROF DEV 






CAMPUS PEC ACTV 
INTERNAL AUDIT 
DIST~IBUTl'vE ED 
VP STUDENT SVCS 
COl. HLTH HUM SV 
CAMPUS PEC ACTV 
PUBLIC SAFETY 
INDUSTRIAL fNG 







Fifteen-Nineteen Years of Seroice 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
ADAMS DAVID PROFESSOR EDUC & PROF OEV 
ALLEN RALPH MGR MAHH SVCS PHYSICAL PLANT 
ANDERSEN ~ARY UTIL FO WKR FOOD SERVICE 
ANDERSON IDELLA F IRSl' COOK FOOD SERVICE 
APPEL WILLIAM PROFESSOR MUSIC 
ARGYROPOULCS TRI.INTAFILO PROFESSOR ART 
BARSTOW ROBERT PROFESSO~ SOCIA\. lilORK 
8ARTHClOMEW KENNETH ASST MGR FD SVC F~OD SE~VtCE 
BARTLEY LYN\IIOOD ASSOC PROF HUfw!ANITIES 
BASKERVll.lE PEARL COUN/ASST 10 ON COL GEN STUDIES 
BATE HAROLD PROFESSOR SPEECH PillTf-! AUD 
REAM ROBERT OH~. SGT FI~ PLN BUDGET 
BECK POV ASSOC PROF COP'M ARTS SCI 
BEHM HARLEY CHAIR'PEP.SON TRANS TECH 
RELLEVlLLE GARY SUP STO EMP SVC STU E~PLOY REF 
BENNE MAX ASSOC PROF AGRICULTURE 
BENNETT ROGER ASSOC PROF SC I E NC E ARE A 
RE~MAN LAURENCE ADMIN TSTG EV TEST EVAL SVCS 
8 ICKU: ESTHER ACAO ADM AUD GRAD COLLEGE 
'3Ic;CHOFF GUNTRAM PROFESSOR RELIGION 
BLANK FRANCES CUSlOOIAN RES HAU. CUST 
BLINK MARY CUSTODIAN CUSTODIAL 
8UlEMSMA JFRRY BAPBER II USC eA~B ER SHOP 
BLOWER<; BARBARA UTIL FD WKR FOOO SERVICE 
RCOTON MARGUfRITE CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
eosco JAMES PROFESSOR EDUC & PROF DEV 
BCUC'HER JOAN ASSOC PROF MUSIC 
BOUGHNER ROBERT ASST DEAN COL ENGR/AP SCI 
8CURNA:ZOS KIMON PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT 
BCYLE DENN IS REGISTRAR REGISTRAR 
8RF.ISACH HERMA ASSCC PROF WALDO tieRARY 
8ROWN GERAtD INE urn. FD WK~ F'OOD SERVICE 
eRUCE META CtEPK GF.N PLACEMENT SVCS 
8RUCE PHtLltP PRO FE ssoq IND TECH & EOUC 
BUU.CCK DONALD CHAIRPERSON MUSIC 
13URK E RlCHA~O DEAN CUNTINUING EDUC 
8U~NS MARY CUSTOOIAN RES HALL CUSl 
BYlE AP.VON PROFESSOR INO TECH & EIJUC 
CA~NON ZANE ASSOC PROF .-ARKF.TING 
CARL EV OAV IO PRCfESSOR PHYSICS 
CARLSON NORMAN ASSOC PROF ENGLISH 
CARtSCN WILLIAM PROFESSOR COUNS-PE1<SCNNEL 
CARNEY JOHN P~OfESSfJR A~T 
CARON GLADYS ASST SUP USC CT CATERING 
CllRR JOHN RECV CLERK BOOKSTORE 
CARUSO PHILLIP ASSOC DRQF ECONCM ICS 
CHA l:lLEN ASSOC PROF W!\t.DC l.lBRARY 
CHAMPI'CN fRANCES MAil CLERK pp POST ~FFICE 
CHAPEL JOE Ac;soc PRCf EDUf: & PROf DEV 
CHART~ ANO GA~Y P1H}~ESSOP follATHE~AT1CS 
CHASE ALLEN fl) SVC STKP FOOD SERVICE 
CHASE LYN LIB ASST I WALDO LIBRARY 
CHEATUM BILLYE P~CFESSOR HPEQ 
CLARK THOMAS CUSTODIAN CUSTCDIAl 

























































































































AC.AC AUO II 
SF:C SR 
As scic PROF 
ASST PROF 






t\S SOC PROF 









PRESS OPER II 
SEC I 
MGR FO SVC 
MAINT SERVICEPR 
ASSOC DIR AO~ 
PROH.:SSOR 
AOMIN ACAD ADV 





ASSOC DfAN STD 






P'RD f ES SO'P. 
ASST PROF 








STU fMPLCY REf 
HU,,_A NI TIES 
CHEMISTRY 
EOUC & P~OF DEV 
OANCE 
cor-M ARTS SCI 




EDUC & PROF OEV 
COUNSELI~G CTR 
LA~G & llN(; 
EDUC & PROF DEV 
RES t-JALL CUST 
SPEECH PATt-' AUD 
POLITICAL SCI 




















EDUC & P~OF OEV 








LANG & l ING 
COUNSELING CTR 





EDUC & PROF DEV 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
F.RlCKSCN ROBERT CHAIRPERSO~ SPEECH PATH AUD 
FALK ART HU~ PROFESSOR PHllCSOPHY 
f All< NANCY PROFESSOR P-ELIGICt\ 
FARRANCE KENNETH ASST '4GR MILLEP AUDITORIUM 
f ARR ANO LORENE AD ASST (I GRAD COLLEGE 
FARRIS HO'rlARD PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 
FECTFAU JUNE SEC I FOC!O SERVICE 
FENTON "1ARY ASStlC PROF EDUC & P~Of DEV 
FICSOR GYULA PROFESSOR BIOMEO SCIENCES 
Fil.LINGHAM WAlt..ACE ASSOC PROF tNO TECH & EDUC 
FLEISCHHACKER DANIEL ASSOC PROF THEATRE 
fOOTF. J PROl=ESSOR CHEMISTRY 
fCWlER OONA P~O~ESSOR BIOLCGV 
~QATTALLONE JOSEPH ASSOC PROF ART 
FRAZIER EMMA CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
FRifOMAN STfPtiEN PROFESSOR BIOMED SCIENCES 
GAMBLE CLARA PROFESSOR DANCE 
G~flDNEP WAYLAND P~O~ESSOR ECONCfitICS 
GARLAND ELIZABETH PROFESSOR ANTHROPOLUt;Y 
GARRlSCN GER"TRUDE HElD SAL ~AKER FOOD SERVICE 
r, ARR 1TY EMlLIE UTILITY PE~SON FOOD SE~VICE 
GIANAKARIS CONSTANTINE P~O~ESSOR ENGllSH 
GtlL JOSEPt-1 ASSOC PROf MECHANICAL ENG 
GICIA AN1'HONY PROFESSOR MATHE~ATICS 
GOOOEVE VERA RECV CLERK ST0'1ES DIVISION 
GCOONIGHT CLARENCE PROFESSOR BIOLOGY 
G RANOSl' A Ff RUSSELL PROFESSOR THEATRE 
GPEGORY ROSS PRC~ESSO'~ HISTORY 
GRIS:'\= ITH IJONNA SUP CSTOL SVC CUSTCDIAl 
GRIMM GORDON POLICE OffICER PUBLIC SAFETY 
GROTZ ING ER lAUREL DEAN GRAD COLLEGE 
GUMINSKI LOUIS COMPOS tTER PRINTING SVC 
HAINS MARY ELLEN ASST PROF ENGLISH 
HAMILL JR WILLIAM DIR CAMPUS PLNG CAMPUS PLAN-EXT 
HAP.O!E GERALD PROFESSOR PHYSICS 
HARDIE NITA CHAtRPEPSON SOCIAL SCIENCE 
HARKENRIOER EDWA~O DIR SFA FINANClAL AID 
HARR IS ROSA CUSTODIAN RES HALL CUST 
HARTNESS HOWARD GRNOS/LABORE'R GROUNDS 
HEALY HELEN JEAN ASSOC PROF ED RESOU~CE CTR 
HEIM MARILYNN ASSOC PROF MUSIC 
HEINECKE IRIS CARPET CLEANER CUSTODIAL 
HEINlG EOWARD PROFESS0R EDUC & PROF OEY 
HEINIG RUTH ASSOC PROF C0"4M ARTS SC I 
HEfilS"T~EET EARL SUP CSTOL SVC CUSTODIAL 
HENDERSHOT ROSALIE AD ASST ti ACAD .AFF.At~S 
Hf:N'l~ll(SEN DANIEL ASSOC PROF LANG & LING 
HESSEL BERTH CASSIUS CHAIRPERSON ELECTRICAL ENG 
HO AlFREO PROFES50R. ECONOp,IICS 
HO MARJORIE PROFESSOR WALDO llBRAPY 
HOBBS GEORGE ASSOC PROF HPER 
HOIKKA LARRY SUP AVtATN OPER TRANS TECH 
HOLLAND SARAH SUP FD SVC UNIT FOOD SERVICE 
HOLLINS LUEt.LA SEC EXEC I FINANCIAL AID 






























































































































f>ROf ES SOR 




SUP CSTOl SVC 
PROFESSOR 
PROFESSOR 









ASST SUP NRSNG 
ASSCC PROF 
SEC EXEC I 
PROFESSOR 





SUP use FD SVC 
ASST VP FA Et-.'GR 
ASSOC 'PROF 
HFAO LINE PER 
PAtNTER 
NURSF 

















EDUC & PROF OEV 
MATHEMA'.'lf IC S 
FOOD SEP\IICE 
ACCOUNTING 
SPEECH PATli AUD 
TRANS TECH 
fHOtOGY 
EDUC & P~Of DEV 
POLITICAL SCI 
INT STUDENT SVC 
COMM ARTS SCI 




















RE<; HALL CUST 

















RES HAll CUST 
MECH.ANIC~L ~HOP 































f'l!OCH IZUt< I 
"'IIJHR 


















































































































ASSOC DIR PB AO 
AO ASST It 
PROFFSSOR 
OUP OPF.R II 
CLERK ASST SUP 












POL I Cf OFF IC ER 
ASSOC PROF 

















DA TA 1'R1JCE S SI NG 
CUSTODIAL 
ACCOUNTING 







EOUC & P~OF OEV 






EOUC & PROF OEV 
Sl''RUCTUR Al SHOP 
AOMISSIONS 









ST lJ ACT IV I l I E S 
SPEECH PATH AUD 

























































































































RFGN O IR CCN ED 
"SST PROF 
MGR OPERATIONS 
MGR PE S HL HS G 
MGR GRNTS CNTRT 
ASST MGR BK.ST~ 
CHA IP.PER SON 
ASST OEAN HS PR 





















MGR A-V CT~ 
ASSOC PROF 
AD ASST I 




HFAD LINE PER 
DIR NEWS SVCS 
ASST CHF ENGR 
CLERK ASSl SUP 
MGR SYST ANALYS 






CLERK ASST SUP 
ASST PRO~ 













RES HALL P~OG 
FOOO SERVICE 
MECHANICAL fNG 
DIV 1NSTP COMM 





INO TECH & EDUC 
INDUSTRIAL ENG 

















COflll"1 ARTS CEC I 
FOOO SERVICE 
NEWS SERVltES 











SPEECH PATH AUD 
PHYSICS 
SOCI At SC I ENCE 
MUSIC 
ACCOUNT ANCY 
NAME POSITION DEPARTMENT 
SHERI CAN GREGORY ASSOC PROF PHILOSOPI-IV 
SHULl CHARLES ASST PROF BUS ED AOM SVC 
SIEBERT RUDOLF P~OlfESSOR RELIGION 
SIEVERS GERALD PROFESSOR MATHEP'ATICS 
Sill THOMAS ASSOC PRO'f COM"' ARTS SC I 
SIM.,SON F.NIU NURSE HEALTH CFNTER 
SLATER BETTY HEAO SAt. MAKER FOOD SERVtf:E 
SLOCUM OONA\..O A0 Pl.lANCE REPR E\.ECT~ ICJL SHOP 
SM.All THO~i6S ASSOC PROF ENGLISH 
<;t'ECKA MARV SECOND COOK FOOD SERVICE 
SMITH C EDWARD MG~ COMM/T~ANS COMM T~ANS 
SMITH CARCL PROFESSOR 1=ACULTY DEV 
SMYTH OOP.OTHY ASST PR.OF EDUC & P"CF DEV 
S!'ti!TTH ELilABETH CUSTt:!D1IAN CUSl'ODIAl 
SMYTH GORDON MGR MILLER AUD AUOITORIUM 
S1'11ITH HERBERT ASSOC ~ROF SOCIOLOGY 
SMITH JEAN ASST PROF BUS ED AOM SVC 
SMITH KATHRYN ~IRST COOK FOOO SERVICE 
SMITH R013ERT PROFESSOR COMM ARTS SCI 
SMITH ROBERT JACK CHA IRP ER SON ANTHROPOLOGY 
SNIITH WJLLIAM ASS"l PPOF Ll8PARIANSH1 F 
S~ITH JR RO~ERT FIN AIIJ OFCR 1=INANCtAL AID 
SONNAO SUBHASH ASSOC PROF SOCIOLOGY 
SCRENSCN VIRGINIA com~o DIR lEACH PROF FIELO EXP 
SPANIOLO (,HA~LES P~OFESSO~ COUNSELING CTR 
SPARKS AVIS flP.ST COOK fOOO SER'flCE 
SPENCE~ ANNABEl.L E SEC EXEC I GRAD COLLEGE 
SPINK RALPH PROFESSOR OIV INST~ CO'PIM 
SPRICK ROBEIH ~Gl' .=AMIL Y HSG FA~llY HCUSII\G 
STAF~ORD NCRMA ASSOC PROF HPER 
STENESH JOCt-!ANAN PROFESSO'R CHEMISTRY 
STEPHENSON OtANE SEC SR BIOLOGY 
STEPHENSON JAMES DIR DATA PRCCES DATA PROCESS1NG 
STIEFEL WtLLlAH ASSOC PROF "ECHANICAL ENG 
STILLWELL JANFT AS S1" OEA N COL FINE ARTS 
STILLWELL LEVERN ASSOC PROF THEATRE 
Sl'ILLWELt. LYDA ASSOC PROF THEATRE 
STODDART ARTI-IUR ASSOC P"-CF MATHEMATICS 
STOKEN TERRY ENV CNTRL P~ II MECHANICAL SHOP 
STClINE MICHAEL PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 
STOROSHENKC IREt\E ASST PROF LANG & LING 
SlRATTON LOUELLA SF.C It FOOD SERVICE 
STREETER LUC ILLE FIRST COOK FOUO SERVICE 
STRICKLAND ROSA ASST COOK FOOD SE~VICE 
STROUP F JOHN PROFESSOR ENGLISH 
SUKOVICH JOAN HEAO SAL MAKER FOOD SERVICE 
SULT DUANE ASST MG~ OPR DP OATA PROCESSING 
SUTERKO STANLEY PROFESSOR BLIND REHAe 
SWINEHART PEGGY UPHOLSTERER I UPHOLSTERY SHOP 
SWtNEHA~T ~OBERT UPHOtSTEREP II UPHOLS1"EPY SHOP 
TARVER GEORGE JR PAINTF.P PAINT SHOP 
TAYLOR MARY ASSOC PROF WALDC LH!RARY 
THF.RKILDSEN FRANCES ASST MAil CLERK POST OFFICE 
THOMAS ROBERT MGR ~AINT SVCS PHYSICAL PLANT 





































































































MAIL CLERK PP 

















AS ST PRDF 
HEAO LINE PE~ 
UIR HHS 
AOMIN SAFElY 
PROFE 5 SOR 
CASHIER II 
Cl.E"RK ASST SUP 
DIR WESTOPS 
UTTL FD WKR 
OIR ACAO Aff 
ASST PROF 
ASSDC PROF 



















RES f-JALL CUST 
SOCIOLOGY 














LANG & t. ING 
FOOD SERVICE 
CT~ HU,_, SVC 
PUBLIC SAf F.TY 
SPECIAL EDUC 
USC GA"1ES 
COMPUTER SC I 
WESTOPS 
FOOD SfRVICE 

















































































































































PR Of ES SOR 
CFFICf SUP 
BIND GPf.R 11 
PRO~ESSOR 
PROFESSOR 








VP STUDENT SVCS 
ASSCC PROF 
ASST SPEC EV 
PROFESSOR 









OtR COUNS CTR 
ASSOC PROF 





~IN AID OFCR 
MGR P"AINT SVCS 
PRESS OPE~ I 
DEPARTMENT 
PPES IOENT 
MATHE,-AT IC S 
SC I ENC E , !l E A 
















ACCOUNT Af\C V 
ARCHIVF:S 
PR INT ING SVC 
MUSIC 




EOUC & PROF OEV 
ATHLETIC~ 
LANG 6 LING 
ENGt. I SH 
ECON1:MtC S 














SOCI Al. SCI ENC:E 
NEWS SER\11!'.:ES 
HPER 





















































































































ATH GRNDS SP 11 
SUP MAINT SVCS 
ASSOC PROF 
OlR. MDVL INSll 
AS SOC PROF 
AS SOC PRO.= 
PROFESSOR 
HEAO LINE Pf:R 
CHAIR PER SO~ 
ASSOC PROF 
ASSOC PROF 













AO ASST SR 
PROFE SSOP 
CHF ENGR 8ROCSl 





ACAO AUD I I 











































EDUC & PFOF DEV 
ENVIPON AfFS 
CDL ARTS SCI 
POL I T IC A l SC I 
DIV INSTR CCpitM 
PSYCHOLOGY 











LANG & t. ING 
ACCOUNTANCY 












































































































CASHIER 1I 1 













































IND TECH & EDUC 
FOOO SE~VICE 
EOUC & Pl'Of OF.V 
EOUC lEADE~SHI P 
ACCOUNTING 
PHILCSOPl-4Y 
ElEtTRICf.L ENG 
HISTCRY 
"'USIC 
ACAD RECOROS 

